Impact Highlights 2008–2022

MORE THAN 1,000 LECTURES, PRESENTATIONS, WEBINARS

8,257 Teens have participated in a CIE learning program

3,500+ Educators have received professional enrichment and curricular guidance from CIE

75 Organizational Partners

5,091,229+ Users of www.israeled.org since December 2015 launch

UNIQUE & ORIGINAL CONTENT

103 Israel learning videos

13 E-books and curricular items available in our webstore

1,634 Items purchased on www.israeled.org since website launch

384,000+ Students have benefited from educators who gained new knowledge and educational techniques on Israel's history, politics, and culture from CIE experts

86,400+ Adult learners have attended CIE programs

10,886 Subscribers of educator newsletters, Today in Israeli History, and Contemporary Readings

56,457 English Facebook page “Followers”

63,294 Español Facebook page “Followers”

I was able to learn new information and develop deeper questions about Israel, while also forming lasting relationships with other teens.

This website is unique, it’s transformative, and it will absolutely change the way that Israel is taught from this generation forward.

CIE conferences are the most professional, jam-packed workshops that exist!
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